The quality of control plane applications determines reliability of the Software-Defined Networking (SDN). The risk of bugs and challenges for testing actually have been increased due to the programmability of SDN. In this paper, we propose a model based black-box testing method for S-DN applications. We use a group of components to describe the data structure stored in the applications and the system behaviors. Based on our models, we present our test generation approach and work-in-progress test tool. With partial model composition, it can systematically generate data plane test sequences and alleviate state explosion.
INTRODUCTION
The programmability of Software-Defined Networking (S-DN) [6] ease the difficulty of new network functions' development and deployment. Unfortunately, it also brings new challenges for testing. Some researchers have worked on testing of SDN applications. NICE [2] employed model checking for testing OpenFlow applications. It uses the assignments of the variables in the source codes as states of the models. It is hard to discover implementation faults by whitebox method. Furthermore, the source code based models may become time-consuming or even lead to space explosion due to details. Similarly, Vericon [1] and FlowLog [4] extract model from source codes for verification. They are both white-box methods. STS [7] proposed a black-box fuzz tester for SDN applications. The network events were generated based on probability. Without formal models, it can Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. In this paper we propose a model based black-box testing method for SDN applications. First, We use a group of parallel component models to describe the system behaviors and data structure stored in the applications. An application can be specified with several component models and the data can be passed through these components. Then, we propose a test generation approach which can systematically generate data plane test sequences and alleviate state explosion. We calculate model composition of a few related components. Then we can generate test sequences from the composition instead of exploring the global state space of the whole system. Finally, we plan to implement our test tool based on our model and test generation. This on-going tool uses the generated data plane sequences for SDN network simulation traffic. It can expose both the design flaws and the implementation bugs. 
FORMAL MODEL
According to SDN architecture, the applications need to get global view of the networks. To achieve this target, the applications usually need to store some information which may be collected by both positive or passive ways.
In our model, the handler component extracts information from the Packet-In messages and then saves it into data table. We use a group of parallel entries components to specify the data table. They deal with specific data passing from handler and output Packet-Out Messages.
For example, Fig.1 shows the component models of MAClearning [5] application. This application keeps a MAC table for forwarding. Firstly, The handler filters all LLDP messages. Then, it extracts data < dpid, src, dst, inport > from other Packet-in messages and sends it to corresponding entries of the MAC table for processing. The entry is identified by (sw id,mac) 
TEST GENERATION
There may be a lot of data stored in the SDN applications. As a result, if we compose all components together, its global state space will go explosion inevitably. However, we notice that each entry component behaves in the same way. We can systematically cover the application's behaviors with partial model composition. For illustration, as shown in Fig.2 , we make the partial composition of MAC-Learning from its three components, handler, entry (sw id,A) and entry (sw id,B). A and B are abstractions of MAC addresses of the data plane packets which trigger the Packet-In messages. Because of the similarities between entry (sw id,A) and entry (sw id,B), we can only keep the transitions of entry (sw id,A) which are learning and the ones of entry (sw id,B) which are forwarding. As a result, the composition can be further reduced.
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Figure 3: Test Sequences of MAC-Learning
Fig .3 shows the result of test generation covering all transitions of the composition. Firstly, we choose a transition and find the shortest preamble (i.e. the path from initial state to the start state of the transition). Then we connect the preamble and the transition to get a path. When we derive all paths, we can remove the paths included in the others and get the final P aths. According to the information of Packet-In messages, we can get the corresponding data plane sequences. For example, P acket(A → B)@p1 is the data plane packet injected at port p1 with source address A and destination address B.
After test generation, we can use the generated data plane sequences as traffic template. We replace the MAC addresses and ports with different concrete host addresses and interfaces in the topology. Finally we can achieve systematic coverage of the topology. 
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TESTING TOOL
Based on our formal model and corresponding test generation, we plan to implement our test tool for black-box testing of SDN applications. Fig.4 shows overview of our on-going testing tool. First, we model the application under test and generate data plane sequences from the model as stated in Section 3. Then, we build a simulation of the typical SDN network which suits the application under test and inject the data plane traffic following the guidance of generated sequences. Finally, we can check the network invariants for design flaws and observe the difference between applications and models for implementation bugs. The simulation and invariant checker are developed based on the methods of STS [7] and HSA [3] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a model based black-box testing method for SDN applications. We specify the applications with our model which describes the data structure into a group of parallel components. Based on our new model, we present a test generation approach to derive data plane sequences with partial model composition. It can cover the applications behaviors systematically and alleviate the sate explosion. For testing practice, we plan to develop our test tool using our test generation and SDN network simulation. It can expose both design flaws and implementation bugs.
